Introduction
============

Advances in nanotechnology strongly affect biomedical applications, enabling new approaches to be developed for diagnosis and therapy.[@b1-ijn-14-3375] Several nanostructured materials are potentially useful in this area, and among these, platforms based on magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) may be highlighted.[@b2-ijn-14-3375]--[@b4-ijn-14-3375] MNPs based on iron oxides, such as magnetite (Fe~3~O~4~) and maghemite (γ-Fe~2~O~3~), have been widely investigated for in vivo applications because of their potential biocompatibility. To achieve the indispensable colloidal and chemical stability,[@b5-ijn-14-3375] MNPs are dispersed in a carrier solvent and coated with a stabilizing molecular layer[@b6-ijn-14-3375] provided by several different molecules, such as dextran,[@b7-ijn-14-3375] dimercaptosuccinic acid,[@b8-ijn-14-3375] polyaspartic acid,[@b9-ijn-14-3375] or citrate.[@b10-ijn-14-3375]

Several MNP-based systems have succeeded in pre-clinical and clinical tests/purposes, such as delivery and controlled release of drugs to specific sites, enhancement of contrast in magnetic resonance imaging, and magnetic hyperthermia for tumor treatment.[@b11-ijn-14-3375]--[@b13-ijn-14-3375] However, despite the increasing number of studies and publications related to the biomedical use of MNPs, little is known about their use in elderly organisms.

Although aging is not a disease, it is the main risk factor for chronic diseases.[@b14-ijn-14-3375] Age-related physiological, immunological, and genetic changes, associated with the concomitant presence of different diseases and possible drug interactions, make the treatment of elderly patients particularly challenging.[@b15-ijn-14-3375],[@b16-ijn-14-3375] In this context, new therapeutic strategies using MNPs may represent powerful alternatives in the treatment of age-associated diseases, like neoplasms. However, the lack of studies makes it difficult to assess nanoparticle treatments in elderly organisms.

Li et al[@b17-ijn-14-3375] emphasized that understanding the effects of nanostructure exposure on the elderly is critical, and therapies developed that are based on nanoparticle use should involve suitable animal models with special attention to nanotoxicity. In fact, the possible toxicity of MNPs is a priority in nanomedicine.[@b18-ijn-14-3375] Kaur et al[@b19-ijn-14-3375] highlighted that although the use of MNPs for therapeutic purposes, such as hyperthermia, has been announced as an important biomedical advancement, concerns about their biocompatibility need to be addressed individually for each formulation and administration, especially in elderly organisms. Besides that, some studies show under representation of elderly patients in clinical trials and, consequently, a lack of standardized treatments and clear management guidelines for these patients.[@b20-ijn-14-3375] In this context, the present work aimed to evaluate the effects of age on biocompatibility and biodistribution aspects of maghemite nanoparticles coated with citrate (NpCit) administered to elderly and young mice.

Materials and methods
=====================

Synthesis and characterization of magnetic nanoparticles coated with citrate
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The NpCit sample was synthesized and kindly supplied by Dr Emilia CO Lima (UFG, Goiania, GO, Brazil). Maghemite (γ-Fe~2~O~3~) nanoparticles were obtained via the oxidation of magnetite nanoparticles synthesized by the alkaline hydrolysis of ions Fe(II) and Fe(III).[@b21-ijn-14-3375] γ-Fe~2~O~3~ nanoparticles were functionalized with citrate ions as described previously.[@b22-ijn-14-3375] The functionalized nanoparticles were dispersed in water, yielding stable colloidal suspension at neutral pH. The total iron concentration in the colloidal suspension and the Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio were determined by atomic absorption and colorimetric analysis, respectively. Diffraction pattern was analyzed using a Shimadzu XRD-600 diffractometer. The nanoparticle shape and size dispersity were determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Jeol JEM-1011). The stability of NpCit colloidal suspension was verified through several characteristics, namely the polydispersity index (PDI), zeta potential, pH, and hydrodynamic size, using a Zetasizer NanoZS (Malvern Instruments). The measurements were performed in triplicate, at 25°C, with a fixed detection angle of 173°.

Animals, NpCit treatment, and experimental design
-------------------------------------------------

Elderly (E) non-isogenic Swiss mice aged 14--16 months (weighing 40±5 g) and young (Y) mice aged 03--04 months (weighing 30±5 g) were used. All the procedures of housing and handling of animals were carried out according to the international practices for animal use and care, after being approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the Institute of Biological Sciences at the University of Brasilia/Brazil (CEUA, reference number 17672/2016).

A single injection of NpCit containing 2.4 mg iron (150 µL) was administered intraperitoneally into the animals.[@b23-ijn-14-3375] PBS was used in elderly (EC) and young (YC) control groups (n=09).

Biological material was collected at 1, 7, and 28 days after the NpCit injection. Elderly treated groups (n=07) were accordingly named E1, E7, and E28, while young treated groups (n=05) were named Y1, Y7, and Y28. The biodistribution and biocompatibility aspects were evaluated. Comparisons of data obtained from the treated groups and the corresponding controls, as well as from the elderly and the corresponding young groups, were performed.

Biocompatibility tests
----------------------

Biocompatibility evaluations of NpCit sample were performed through clinical observations (loss of weight, diarrhea, alopecia, inappetence, motor disorders, and salivary gland secretions).[@b24-ijn-14-3375] Changes in biochemical and hemogram indexes, production levels of inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and nitric oxide (NO), and histological analyses were examined.

All animals (elderly and young) were monitored from 2 weeks before the beginning of the experiments, and twice a week during the experimental period. The animals were weighed at the time of NpCit or PBS administration, immediately before euthanasia, and weekly in the case of groups euthanized 28 days after treatment (E28/Y28).

Biochemical analyses were performed specifically to assess hepatic, renal, tissue damage, and nutritional status due to administration of NpCit. After obtaining a total of 700 µL of blood by cardiac puncture, the serum was separated by centrifugation and used for evaluations of alanine amino-transferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), creatinine K, urea, and albumin, using a ChemWell-T automatic biochemical analyzer (Labtest, Brazil).

Blood samples (300 µL) were used for evaluating the possible effects of NpCit on the inflammatory, allergic, and anemia processes through cell count and cell type identification (leukogram, platelet, and erythrogram), using a multiple automated hematology analyzer for veterinary use, the Sysmex pocH-100iV Diff (Curitiba/Paraná, Brazil).

Effects of NpCit injection on the induction of inflammatory process were also investigated through quantification of levels of TNF-α in the serum of mice by the ELISA, according to the manufacturer's instructions (eBioscience and R&D System). Plates were read at 450 nm using a SpectraMax M3 spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). In addition, measurement of NO production was detected by using Griess reagent. After incubating the plate with this reagent at room temperature, the OD was determined in a SpectraMax M3 (Molecular Devices) at a test wavelength of 540 nm.

For analyses of morphology and acute toxicity of NpCit, the brain, spleen, liver, lungs, and kidneys were removed from elderly and young animals. Fragments of these organs were fixed in 4% buffered paraformaldehyde, dehydrated in alcohol solutions, diaphanized in xylol, and embedded in paraffin. Tissue sections (3--5 µm) were stained with H&E and analyzed under a Zeiss Axiophot light microscope.

NpCit distribution analyses
---------------------------

Biodistribution aspects of NpCit nanoparticles were evaluated in two different ways: quantification of iron in the organs and histological analysis.[@b25-ijn-14-3375] After euthanasia, part of the organs (liver, spleen, lung, kidneys, and brain) and the blood were processed for determination of the amount of iron through inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) using an Optima 8000 ICP-OES Spectrometer.[@b26-ijn-14-3375] For histological analysis, slides were submitted to Perls' staining methods with nuclear flash red. In 3--5 µm sections, the presence of iron clusters in the tissues was detected with a Zeiss Axiophot light microscope.

Statistical analyses
--------------------

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software version 18 and Prisma version 6.01. The normality of the continuous variables was evaluated by the Shapiro--Wilk test. Differences between the analyzed groups were investigated through ANOVA (for data following normal distribution) or Kruskal--Wallis (in the case of non-normal distribution) test. For significant results of ANOVA, pairwise comparisons were performed by Student's *t*-test or Mann--Whitney *U* test according to the distribution of normality.

Results
=======

Nanoparticle characterization
-----------------------------

The characterization data of the NpCit sample are summarized in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="table"}. The visual observation showed the NpCit sample to be in red-brown color, characteristic of maghemite, and absence of detectable nanoparticle precipitation, even in the presence of a magnetic field, despite the high concentration of nanoparticles (18×10^18^ particles/mL). Transmission electron micrographs showed NpCit nanoparticles with spherical-like shapes ([Figure 1A](#f1-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="fig"}). The random counting of 441 MNPs in TEM revealed a mean diameter of 10.8±2.7 nm, as obtained by the log normal curve ([Figure 1B](#f1-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="fig"}). Measurements, especially zeta potential (−40 mV) and PDI (0.290), indicated the high colloidal stability of the sample at pH =7.[@b21-ijn-14-3375]

Biocompatibility evaluation
---------------------------

The intraperitoneal treatment of mice with NpCit sample (2.4 mg iron) did not induce obvious clinical or behavioral changes such as hair loss, diarrhea, inappetence, salivary gland secretions, and motor dysfunction throughout the entire experimental period in all elderly and young animals investigated. Further, NpCit did not induce significant variation in the animal weight in elderly and young treated groups when compared to their corresponding controls.

The biochemical analyses ([Table 2](#t2-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="table"}) showed through comparisons with non-treated controls that elderly animals (EC) presented lesser amounts of ALT and albumin than young animals (YC). However, the administration of NpCit induced different effects in elderly and young animals. In the elderly group, a temporary significant decrease in the urea and an increase in the albumin levels were observed at day 1 after NpCit treatment (E1) in comparison to the control (EC). Levels of the enzymes AST, creatinine K, ALT, and LDH were not significantly different in all the treated elderly groups (E1, E7, and E28) compared to EC, at any point of time.

In the young animals, NpCit administration caused significant decreases in urea, albumin, and LDH levels at day 7 after NpCit injection (Y7) compared to the YC group. In this group, NpCit did not cause alterations in the ALT, AST, and creatinine K levels in all treated young groups (Y1, Y7, and Y28) compared to the control (YC).

The leukogram analysis ([Table 3](#t3-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="table"}) showed, through comparisons between the elderly groups and their corresponding young groups, that the elderly animal groups EC, E1, E7, and E28 presented significant decreases in the rate of lymphocytes (small cell rate \[lymphocytes\], W-SCR) and in the absolute counting of lymphocytes (absolute small cell count \[lymphocytes\], W-SCC) when compared to YC, Y1, Y7, and Y28, respectively. In addition, the same elderly groups showed significant increases in the mean cell rates of basophils, eosinophils, and monocytes (W-MCR), when compared to the young groups.

In the elderly groups, the NpCit treatment induced significant decreases in the rate of lymphocytes (W-SCR) observed in the day 1 group (E1) and in the day 28 group (E28) compared to the EC group. In contrast, significant increases in the mean cell rate (basophils, eosinophils, and monocytes) were also observed in groups E1 and E28, compared to EC.

In the young groups (Y1, Y7, and Y28), different from the elderly groups, NpCit did not induce any significant alterations in the leukocyte parameters as compared to the control young group (YC).

Regarding platelets, significant differences were not found either in comparison between the control elderly and young groups, or in comparison of NpCittreated elderly animals with the control elderly mice ([Table 3](#t3-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="table"}). The only significant alterations in platelet count were observed in the young group at day 7 (Y7) in comparison with both the control young animals (YC) and the treated elderly animals, also at day 7 (E7).

The erythrogram analysis ([Table 4](#t4-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="table"}) revealed that the aging process caused significant alterations in most of the parameters investigated. In fact, the elderly groups in comparison to their corresponding young groups showed significant decreases in the total erythrocyte counts (RBC) for E1, E7, and E28 groups compared to their corresponding young groups Y1, Y7, and Y28. Besides, significant decreases in the hemoglobin (HGB) concentration, mean corpuscular volume, and hematocrit values were observed for EC, E1, E7, and E28 compared to YC, Y1, Y7, and Y28 groups, respectively. On the other hand, mean corpuscular hemoglobin was significantly higher in EC group than in YC group, while the red cell distribution width was higher in EC, E1, and E28 than in YC, Y1, and Y28 groups, respectively ([Table 4](#t4-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="table"}).

Concerning the pro-inflammatory cytokines, NpCit administration in elderly mice triggered a decrease in TNF-α levels at day 7 (E7) compared to the untreated mice (EC). There was also a significant decrease of TNF-α levels in young mice submitted to NpCit administration at day 7 (Y7) compared to the corresponding elderly mice (E7), as shown in [Figure 2A](#f2-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="fig"}. Moreover, there was a decrease in NO levels in the serum of untreated control elderly mice (EC) and treated young mice at day 1 (Y1), when both groups were compared to control young mice (YC) ([Figure 2B](#f2-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="fig"}).

The histological analysis of tissues after H&E staining showed no abnormalities in all tissues analyzed for both young and elderly animals, treated or not treated with NpCit sample (data not shown). Briefly, the brains had no pathologies in the white and gray matter; in the spleens, both red and white pulps were easily distinguishable and there were no large numbers of white cells; the observed livers presented hepatocytes in polyhedral shape, radiating from a central vein; in the lungs, there were no signs of fibrosis; and in the kidneys, cells from glomerulus, proximal, and distal convoluted tubules presented normal patterns.

NpCit biodistribution
---------------------

The NpCit biodistribution assays in the organs and blood performed by ICP-OES are shown in [Figure 3](#f3-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="fig"}. Comparisons between EC and YC animals showed that although the amount of iron in the blood was similar in both groups ([Figure 3A](#f3-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="fig"}), the spleen, liver, kidney, lung, and brain presented a significantly higher concentration of iron in the elderly group ([Figure 3B--F](#f3-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="fig"}) than in the young group.

In fact, the distribution of iron in both animal groups was also different; while the EC group presented the iron in descending order, spleen \> blood \> liver \> kidney \> lung \> brain, in the YC mice, the order was blood \> spleen \> liver \> lung \> kidney \> brain.

Concerning the effects induced by NpCit in the elderly groups, there were significant changes in comparison with the control untreated mice: an increase of iron levels in the blood and decrease in the kidneys at day 1 and an increase in the liver at day 28. The significant effects of NpCit on the young treated groups when compared to the YC group were different from the elderly groups and characterized by iron level increases in the lungs at day 1, in the brain at day 7, and in the spleen, liver, and lungs at day 28.

Due to the initial differences in the amount of iron between elderly and young groups, the comparison of elderly treated animals (E1, E7, and E28) with the corresponding young treated groups (Y1, Y7, and Y28) led to significant differences, particularly in the spleen, liver, and brain, as shown in [Figure 3](#f3-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="fig"}.

Through microscopic observation after Perls' staining ([Figure 4](#f4-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="fig"}), it was possible to observe iron aggregates in all the analyzed organs, except in the brain. In general, the concentration was higher in the elderly animals than in the young animals, in both NpCit treated and control groups. The highest iron concentration was observed in the spleen of elderly mice of the day 7 group. In this group, the iron concentration was higher than in the EC group or the corresponding young group (Y7). In the young groups, highest concentrations in the spleen were observed at day 28.

To facilitate the comparison between the effects related to aging and/or the NpCit treatment, a table containing a summary of the main effects of aging and/or NpCit treatment in mice is presented ([Table S1](#SD1-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion
==========

This work was performed to compare the effects of citrate-coated MNPs on healthy elderly and young mice, focusing on biocompatibility and biodistribution aspects. Citrate is a biocompatible small molecule that has been widely accepted as the capping agent to stabilize water-dispersible MNPs for biomedical applications, and it is even commercially available. This is attributed to the fact that citrate is capable of adsorption onto the surface of MNPs (especially iron oxides) by coordinating via one or two carboxylate groups, leaving at least one carboxylate group exposed to the bulk medium. This makes the nanoparticle surface hydrophilic, negatively charged in a wide range of pH (including the physiological one), and cytocompatible, preventing particle agglomeration and providing functional groups to be used for further surface modification. Moreover, citrate detachment from the surface of MNPs under physiological conditions is negligible, and the physical--chemical characteristics of citrate-capped MNPs can be preserved over years.[@b21-ijn-14-3375],[@b27-ijn-14-3375] Indeed, previous in vivo investigations have shown the biocompatibility and non-mutagenic effects of citrate coatings,[@b28-ijn-14-3375]--[@b30-ijn-14-3375] in spite of adverse effects described in in vitro tests.[@b31-ijn-14-3375]

However, citrate-coated MNPs can be colloidally unstable in a biological system when dispersed in a medium with high ionic strength, such as PBS buffer. Sharma et al[@b32-ijn-14-3375] reported coagulation of citrate-stabilized iron oxide particles in PBS, a high increase of the hydrodynamic diameter (\>15-fold), and formation of precipitates. To avoid this undesirable effect, in our work, dilution/dispersion of citrate-capped MNPs was performed in water (ie, low ionic strength medium). Therefore, zeta potential (-40 mV), hydrodynamic size (\~78 nm), and PDI (0.290) indicated the high colloidal stability of diluted NpCit samples at pH =7.

Szigeti et al[@b27-ijn-14-3375] showed that citric acid as a surface-capping agent to control size and biocompatibility and to avoid agglomeration of the synthesized particles is able to chelate Ca^2+^ ions. However, physiological Ca^2+^ concentration does not affect in vivo colloidal properties. The authors affirm that at the physiological pH of 7.4, the zeta potential of citrate-coated MNPs and the steric stabilization effect of citrate coating further enhance the colloidal stability. Thus, even if there are other ions in addition to Ca^2+^ and other complexing molecules, the citrate-coated samples present considerable biological stability and thus suitability for use in in vivo tests.[@b27-ijn-14-3375],[@b33-ijn-14-3375],[@b34-ijn-14-3375]

Concerning the in vivo biocompatibility tests, differences related to the aging process and some significant changes induced by the NpCit sample were observed. Liver and renal functions represent important predictors of toxicity and aging. Dysfunctions in the hepatobiliary system represent more than 50% of toxicity events occasioned by chemical agents.[@b35-ijn-14-3375] These are traditionally assessed by measuring the serum levels of AST and ALT.[@b36-ijn-14-3375],[@b37-ijn-14-3375] AST is widely distributed in the organism[@b38-ijn-14-3375] and was not altered by mice aging or after NpCit treatment, suggesting no damage in the cytoplasmic and mitochondrial membranes.[@b36-ijn-14-3375] In accordance with this, the administration of NpCit did not induce changes in the ALT enzyme levels of young or elderly animals, despite the presence of higher levels of iron in the liver. However, ALT which is usually produced in high concentrations in the liver presented a twofold reduction in the EC animals, thus indicating possible liver cell lesions in this group[@b38-ijn-14-3375]--[@b41-ijn-14-3375] with a subsequent decrease in the mitochondrial number,[@b14-ijn-14-3375] an aging characteristic not detected in this study.

Kidney function was evaluated by serum creatinine and urea levels.[@b37-ijn-14-3375] The absence of creatinine level changes that are related to aging or NpCit treatment is indicative of preserved kidney function.[@b42-ijn-14-3375],[@b43-ijn-14-3375] Indeed, no increase was observed in serum urea, which may derive from a decreased glomerular filtration[@b37-ijn-14-3375] related to aging or nephrotoxicity. On the other hand, a decrease in serum urea may be associated with liver impairment, since this organ is responsible for the production of urea during protein catabolism.[@b42-ijn-14-3375] NpCit led to a reduction of urea levels in both elderly and young animals, but this effect was temporary and not observed at the 28th day after treatment, even if the iron concentration was still higher than usual at this time.

Other biochemical changes were investigated through albumin and LDH levels. Albumin is an abundant serum protein produced in the liver.[@b44-ijn-14-3375] In this study, the albumin level in elderly animals appeared lower than in young animals, another sign of possible kidney or liver dysfunction consistent with the aging process. However, no significant differences in the LDH enzyme levels were observed between elderly and young groups, nor were they seen after NpCit treatment, indicating once again that there was no damage to the body's tissues or any production of excessive free radicals related to the NpCit treatment or even to aging.

The hemogram analysis showed the predominance of myeloid cells in the elderly group and higher lymphoid cells in the young group, considered a hallmark difference between elderly and young mice.[@b45-ijn-14-3375] Lymphocytes are crucial for the immune response,[@b42-ijn-14-3375] and the decrease in lymphocyte-dependent immunity could increase oxidative stress and foment diseases related to aging.[@b46-ijn-14-3375] Remarkably, these differences were even more pronounced and durable after NpCit treatment of elderly mice. At the same time, NpCit did not affect leukocyte populations in young groups, evidencing one important aspect of nanoparticle applications to be taken into account in older organisms. On the other hand, myeloid cells are responsible for the phagocytosis of foreign particles, and their increase in the elderly group could explain why the increase of iron in the blood was observed only on the first day after the NpCit injection. Interestingly, erythrogram differences were essentially only related to the aging process.

The pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α may be associated with the triggering mechanisms of typical age-related diseases and inflammatory processes.[@b47-ijn-14-3375] Accordingly, a tendency to having a higher level of TNF-α was observed in the EC group. Nevertheless, significant TNF-α decreases were temporarily induced 7 days after NpCit treatment. The other cytokine investigated, NO, was also modulated after the NpCit injection. NO is involved in many physiological and pathological processes and can have opposite actions such as damage or protection of cells during inflammatory response.[@b48-ijn-14-3375] In this study, NO levels in the elderly mice were lower than in the young mice, despite a higher number of phagocytes observed in the elderly animals, whether they were treated or not with NpCit.[@b48-ijn-14-3375] Low levels of NO production are typically involved in liver damage, and they can enhance the risk of several diseases associated with older individuals, which was not evidenced by biochemical data. In addition, although NpCit did not affect NO production in the elderly mice, it induced a temporary significant reduction of NO levels in young mice 1 day after the treatment. In a previous study, the NP-induced neurotoxicity was correlated with the increase of NO production,[@b34-ijn-14-3375] indicating that different NP samples may have diverse actions in organisms.

The findings that the effects induced by NpCit in the young group were slight and no longer observed after the seventh day after treatment suggest the biocompatibility of the sample. This supposition is strongly supported by both the absence of histological alterations in all the organs investigated and absence of clinical changes usually associated with aging or toxicity.[@b24-ijn-14-3375] It is reasonable to extend this conclusion to the elderly mice, but since they still presented some leukocyte alterations at day 28 after NpCit treatment, longer investigations should be carried out before finally reaching conclusions about the sample's biocompatibility and safeness in biomedical applications for the elderly.

The presence of excessive iron was observed until the 28th day of NpCit treatment in both the elderly group (liver and kidneys) and the young group (spleen, liver, and lungs) as revealed by ICP-OES and histology studies. Grotto[@b49-ijn-14-3375] has pointed out that an elevated amount of iron in tissues can damage lipid structures, proteins, and DNA, causing severe tissue damage or mutations. However, as mentioned earlier, signs of structural damage, including necrosis and even inflammation, were never observed throughout the whole study period, despite obvious high concentration of MNPs in some organs. Accordingly, young mice exposed to a bolus dose of dextran-coated magnetite NPs did not show morphological or ultramicroscopic alterations, even when the MNPs were retained for long term (6 months) in the liver and spleen.[@b50-ijn-14-3375]

It is well established that excessive iron, such as iron coming from metabolized NPs, is gradually deposited in various organs,[@b51-ijn-14-3375],[@b52-ijn-14-3375] especially in the spleen and liver,[@b32-ijn-14-3375],[@b53-ijn-14-3375],[@b54-ijn-14-3375] corroborating the findings of the present study in both elderly and young animals. However, some differences related to age were found. Although the amount of iron detected in the blood of EC animals was slightly lower than that of YC groups, all the organs (spleen, liver, kidney, lung, and brain) of older mice presented a significantly higher concentration of iron than those of young animals, highlighting an important difference in iron biodistribution related to age.

Furthermore, the elderly and young animals presented a completely different iron biodistribution profile after NpCit injection. The significantly higher iron concentration in the liver at the 28th day after the injection, relative to their respective controls, was the only similar result between the two animal groups. The difference in iron distribution is another important aspect, because several diseases are associated with alterations in iron metabolism[@b55-ijn-14-3375] and should be considered when investigating the biodegradation of iron oxide nanoparticles designed as a diagnostic or therapeutic agent for those diseases, especially in older animals.[@b34-ijn-14-3375]

In agreement with our results, some literature data have shown that older animals are more susceptible to the adverse effects of nanoparticles than young animals.[@b17-ijn-14-3375] Inhalation of SiO~2~ nanoparticles under identical conditions caused more pulmonary and cardiovascular damage in elderly rats than in young animals.[@b56-ijn-14-3375] Aluminum or copper nanoparticles induced higher neurotoxicity in older adult rats than in young adult rats, suggesting that the elderly animals are more vulnerable to brain damage induced by nanoparticles.[@b34-ijn-14-3375] Furthermore, aged mice present more intestinal permeability and consequently more NP absorption, and a higher liver deposition and hence more liver injuries, which can culminate in increased oxidative stress and inflammation levels after NP administration.[@b57-ijn-14-3375] In spite of the relevance of these data, an extensive search in the literature ([Table 5](#t5-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="table"}) concerning the administration of nanomaterials in older organisms and its effects reveals a huge gap in the area. Investigations have been performed in classical aging models such as *Caenorhabditis elegans*[@b58-ijn-14-3375],[@b59-ijn-14-3375] and *Drosophila melanogaster*,[@b60-ijn-14-3375] and rats[@b61-ijn-14-3375] which showed opposite effects of NPs, and in animals deficient for antioxidant enzymes,[@b62-ijn-14-3375] due to their similarities with aged organisms. Certainly, more information concerning nanotoxicity and biodistribution may come from the data obtained from aged patients treated with nanomaterials.[@b63-ijn-14-3375]--[@b65-ijn-14-3375] In a recent review of patients with lung cancer treated with nanoparticles, Herrera et al[@b66-ijn-14-3375] included data related to the safety and tolerability of nanomaterials, while highlighting the underrepresentation of elderly patients in the clinical trials.

Despite all the age-dependent effects observed in the present study, it is important to remember that the investigated elderly animals did not present any histological alterations or the clinical characteristics of old mice, thus evidencing they were in good health. Certainly, studies focusing on the safety of iron-based MNPs for animals bearing chronic diseases are mandatory for a better understanding of the effects of nanostructured materials on older organisms.

Conclusion
==========

The NpCit sample induced age-dependent effects on mice. In the young animals, it caused very slight and temporary biochemical and hematological changes, such as changes in albumin and urea levels and HGB parameters. The changes associated with the natural aging process were more numerous and profound in the elderly than those induced by NpCit in the young animals. These aging changes made the elderly mice susceptible to NpCit effects that were either synergistic (leukocytes) or opposite (erythrocytes, albumin, TNF-α, and NO levels) to the aging changes and sometimes more durable (leukocytes). Iron distribution was also age dependent and showed different patterns until the 28th day of treatment. Remarkably, no significant changes were seen in the clinical studies or in the histological features after the treatment, indicating the biocompatibility of NpCit and its potential use in biomedical applications. However, the differences in data concerning the biodistribution and biocompatibility of nanoparticles between elderly and young animals emphasize the need for more studies performed for a longer time window to appropriately extend the benefits of nanotechnology to the elderly population.

Supplementary material
======================

###### 

Summary of effects of aging and/or NpCit treatment in mice

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Effects                        Effects of aging                                           Effects of NpCit treatment on elderly mice                                      Effects of NpCit treatment on young mice
  ------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
  How the effects were checked   Elderly control (EC) in comparison to young control (YC)   NpCit treated elderly (E1, E7, and E28) in comparison to elderly control (EC)   NpCit treated young (Y1, Y7, and Y28) in comparison to young control (YC)

  Clinical effects               Not detected                                               Not detected                                                                    Not detected

  Biochemical                    ALT: EC\<YC\                                               Urea: E1\<EC\                                                                   Urea: Y7\<YC\
                                 Albumin: EC\<YC                                            Albumin: E1\>EC                                                                 Albumin: Y7\<YC

  Leukocytes                     Lymphocytes: EC\<YC\                                       Lymphocytes: E1\<EC and E28\<EC\                                                Not detected
                                 Myeloid cells: EC\>YC                                      Myeloid cells: E1\>EC and E28\>EC                                               

  Platelet cells                 Not detected                                               Not detected                                                                    Y7\>YC

  Erythrocytes                   HGB: EC\<YC\                                               Not detected                                                                    MCH: Y1\>YC
                                 HCT: EC\<YC\                                                                                                                               
                                 MCV: EC\>YC\                                                                                                                               
                                 MCH: EC\>YC\                                                                                                                               
                                 RDW-CV: EC\>YC                                                                                                                             

  TNF-α levels                                                                              E7\<EC                                                                          Not detected

  NO levels                      EC\<YC                                                     Not detected                                                                    Y1\<Y7

  Histological alterations       Not detected                                               Not detected                                                                    Not detected

  Iron biodistribution           Spleen: EC\>YC\                                            Blood: E1\>EC\                                                                  Spleen: Y28\>YC\
                                 Liver: EC\>YC\                                             Liver: E28\>EC\                                                                 Liver: Y28\>YC\
                                 Lung: EC\>YC\                                              Kidney: E1\>EC and E28\>EC                                                      Lung: Y1\>YC and Y28\>YC\
                                 Kidney: EC\>YC\                                                                                                                            Brain: Y7\>YC
                                 Brain: EC\>YC                                                                                                                              
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Abbreviations:** NpCit, nanoparticles coated with citrate; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor alpha; EC, elderly control; E1, E7, and E28, elderly treated groups at day 01, day 07, and day 28, respectively; YC, young control; Y1, Y7, and Y28, young treated groups at day 01, day 07, and day 28, respectively; \>, means significantly higher than; \<, means significantly lower than; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; HGB, hemoglobin; HCT, hematocrit; MCV, mean corpuscular volume; MCH, mean corpuscular hemoglobin; RDW-CV, red blood cell distribution width as coefficient of variation; NO, nitric oxide.
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![(**A**) TEM micrograph (scale bar: 200 nm) and (**B**) histogram of MNP size distribution.\
**Abbreviations:** TEM, transmission electron microscopy; MNP, magnetic nanoparticle.](ijn-14-3375Fig1){#f1-ijn-14-3375}

![Effects of NpCit (2.4 mg iron) injection on the TNF-α and NO levels in serum of elderly and young mice.\
**Notes:** (**A**) TNF-α levels were detected by ELISA and (**B**) NO levels were detected by Griess assay. Asterisks indicate significant (\**P*\<0.05) and highly significant (\*\**P*\<0.01) differences.\
**Abbreviations:** NpCit, nanoparticles coated with citrate; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor alpha; NO, nitric oxide; EC, elderly control; E1, E7, and E28, elderly groups investigated at day 01, day 07, and day 28 after NpCit treatment, respectively; YC, young control; Y1, Y7, and Y28, young treated groups investigated at day 01, day 07, and day 28, respectively.](ijn-14-3375Fig2){#f2-ijn-14-3375}

![Biodistribution of iron as obtained by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES).\
**Notes:** Concentration of iron in the blood (µg/mL) (**A**) and in the organs (µg/g) in decreasing order from spleen to brain (**B**--**F**). Asterisks indicate significant (\**P*\<0.05) and highly significant (\*\**P*\<0.01) differences.\
**Abbreviations:** EC, elderly control; E1, E7, and E28, elderly groups investigated at day 01, day 07, and day 28 after NpCit treatment, respectively; YC, young control; Y1, Y7, and Y28, young treated groups investigated at day 01, day 07, and day 28, respectively.](ijn-14-3375Fig3){#f3-ijn-14-3375}

![Effects of NpCit on iron distribution of elderly (left column) and young (right column) animals. Organ sections of elderly control animals without treatment are presented in the central column. Histological sections of spleen, liver, kidneys, lungs, and brain were submitted to Perls' blue staining. Arrows indicate blue positive aggregates which are more evident in the spleen. Micrographs are illustrative and were taken at day 7 and day 28 of treatment, respectively, from elderly and young animals. Scale bar =50 µm.\
**Abbreviation:** NpCit, nanoparticles coated with citrate.](ijn-14-3375Fig4){#f4-ijn-14-3375}

###### 

Characterization of the maghemite (γ-Fe~2~O~3~) nanoparticles functionalized with citrate ions (NpCit) and the magnetic colloidal suspension

  NpCit or colloidal suspension features    Evaluation
  ----------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
  Maghemite molecular formula               γ--Fe~2~O~3~[\*](#tfn1-ijn-14-3375){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Mean diameter by XRD                      8 nm
  Mean diameter by TEM                      10.8 nm
  MNP shape                                 Spherical
  Hydrodynamic diameter                     78.40 nm
  PDI (polydispersity index)                0.290
  Zeta potential                            −40 mV
  Iron concentration by atomic absorption   16.0 mg/mL
  Nanoparticle concentration                18×10^18^ particles/mL
  Color                                     Red-brown
  pH                                        7.3

**Note:**

The crystalline phase of the nanoparticles was characterized as maghemite based on the Fe(III)/Fe(II) ratio and the diffraction pattern characteristic of cubic spinel.

**Abbreviations:** XRD, X-ray diffractometry; TEM, transmission electron microscopy; MNP, magnetic nanoparticle.

###### 

Biochemical analysis of the elderly and young mice after treatment with NpCit (2.4 mg iron)

  Groups       ALT (U/L)        AST (U/L)       Creatinine K (mg/dL)   Urea (mg/dL)              Albumin (g/dL)            LDH (mg/dL)
  ------------ ---------------- --------------- ---------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------
  Elderly                                                                                                                  
   EC          50±20            203.3±125.4     0.38±0.28              50.9±14.2                 1.8±0.2                   2,159.4±1,101.1
   E1          63.3±66.2        166±105.2       0.32±0.07              **39.0**±**7.8**^\*,EC^   **2.2**±**0.3**^\*,EC^    1,427.9±891.9
   E7          50±16.7          246.33±204.33   0.30±0.07              45.8±9.3                  1.7±0.2                   2,072.5±497.9
   E28         78.±52.5         171.71±93.68    0.42±0.19              55±24.1                   1.6±0.8                   1,840.7±1,213.0
   *P*-value   0.6121           0.6286          0.4333                 **0.0450**                **0.0131**                0.5158
  Young                                                                                                                    
   YC          98.4±97^\*,EC^   193±127.42      0.38±0.02              42.6±5.5                  **2.7**±**0.6**^\*,EC^    2,373.9±1,556.7
   Y1          81.8±73.8        146±112.57      0.29±0.14              43.4±10.5                 2.6±0.4                   2,127.4±2,249.3
   Y7          46.6±31.0        174.2±141.3     0.49±0.41              **37.2**±**4.1**^\*,YC^   **2.2**±**0.1**^\*,E7^    **941.8**±**634.3**^\*\*,E7^
   Y28         63.8±59.5        189.5±109.4     0.47±0.33              44.3±12.5                 **2.2**±**0.5**^\*,E28^   1,508.3±819.7
   *P*-value   0.4436           0.9201          0.6739                 **0.0499**                0.1056                    0.4616

**Notes:** Data were expressed as mean ± SD. Data significantly different (^\*^*P*\<0.05) or highly significant (^\*\*^*P*\<0.01) between groups were detected by Student's *t*-test or Mann-- Whitney U test and are indicated by asterisks followed by superscript bold letters. Significant *P*-values (*P*\<0.0500) among the group animals were generated by ANOVA or Kruskal--Wallis and are indicated by bold numbers.

**Abbreviations:** NpCit, nanoparticles coated with citrate; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; EC, elderly control; E1, E7, and E28, elderly groups investigated at day 01, day 07, and day 28 after NpCit treatment, respectively; YC, young control; Y1, Y7, and Y28, young treated groups investigated at day 01, day 07, and day 28, respectively.

###### 

Effects of NpCit (2.4 mg iron) treatment on the leukogram and platelet parameters of elderly and young mice

               WBC (10^3^/µL)   W-SCR (%)                          W-MCR (%)                          W-LCR (%)   W-SCC (10^3^/µL)                W-MCC (10^3^/µL)               PLT (10^3^/µL)
  ------------ ---------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ----------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------
  Elderly                                                                                                                                                                        
   EC          3.4±2.2          55.0±12.7                          41.6±12.5                          3.4±3.2     1.7±0.8                         1.5±1.2                        941.4±364.2
   E1          3.5±1.5          **41.7**±**12.5**^\*,^**^EC^**     **57.1**±**12.9**^\*,^**^EC^**     1.3±1.2     1.5±0.8                         2.0±0.9                        1,211.7±492.7
   E7          3.9±2.2          54.3±14.9                          40.9±14.1                          4.8±4.4     1.9±0.7                         1.8±14                         1,169±215.4
   E28         4.6±4.8          **44.1**±**7.9**^\*,^**^EC^**      **54.1**±**7.7**^\*,^**^EC^**      1.9±0.8     2.1±2.7                         2.3±2                          1,364.4±568.3
   *P*-value   0.9631           **0.0480**                         **0.0306**                         0.2290      0.7146                          0.7434                         0.1590
  Young                                                                                                                                                                          
   YC          4.6±2.6          **80.3**±**5.3**^\*\*,EC^          **17.7**±**4.0**^\*\*,^**^EC^**    2.3±2.4     **3.7**±**2.2**^\*,^**^EC^**    0.8±0.4                        1,040.9±269.2
   Y1          4.3±1.8          **76.7**±**7.9**^\*\*,^**^E1^**    **20.7**±**6.1**^\*\*,^**^E1^**    2.6±2.6     **3.2**±**1.2**^\*,^**^E1^**    **0.9**±**0.6**^\*,^**^E1^**   732.8±451.4
   Y7          3.6±0.5          **77.3**±**8.9**^\*,^**^E7^**      **21.3**±**7.4**^\*,^**^E7^**      1.4±1.7     **2.8**±**0.2**^\*,^**^E7^**    0.8±0.4                        **1,532.8**±**381**^\*,^**^YC^**^,^ ^\*,^**^E7^**
   Y28         4.8±2            **75.2**±**7.6**^\*\*,^**^E28^**   **21.7**±**5.7**^\*\*,^**^E28^**   3.0±3.1     **3.6**±**1.0**^\*,^**^E28^**   1.1±0.5                        907.6±327.2
   *P*-value   0.5962           0.6126                             0.5216                             0.7280      0.5799                          0.7072                         **0.0255**

**Notes:** Data were expressed as mean ± SD. Data significantly different (^\*^*P*\<0.05) or highly significant (^\*\*^*P*\<0.01) between groups were detected by Student's *t*-test or Mann--Whitney U test and are indicated by asterisks followed by superscript bold letters. Significant *P*-values (*P*\<0.0500) among the group animals were generated by ANOVA or Kruskal--Wallis and are indicated by bold numbers.

**Abbreviations:** NpCit, nanoparticles coated with citrate; WBC, total leukocyte count; W-SCR, small cell rate (lymphocytes); W-MCR, mean cell rate (basophils, eosinophils, and monocytes); W-LCR, rate of large cells (neutrophils); W-SCC, absolute small cell count (lymphocytes); W-MCC, absolute count of medium cells (basophils, eosinophils, and monocytes); PLT, platelets; EC, elderly control; E1, E7, and E28, elderly groups investigated at day 01, day 07, and day 28 after NpCit treatment, respectively; YC, young control; Y1, Y7, and Y28, young treated groups investigated at day 01, day 07, and day 28, respectively.

###### 

Erythrogram analysis of the elderly and young mice observed at different time points after NpCit (2.4 mg iron) administration

               RBC (10^6^/µL)                    HGB (g/dL)                        HCT (%)                           MCV (fL)                          MCH (pg)                          MCHC (g/dL)   RDW-CV (%)
  ------------ --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------------- ---------------------------------
  Elderly                                                                                                                                                                                              
   EC          7.1±1.8                           10.5±2.3                          27.2±6.2                          38.5±1.4                          14.8±0.4                          38.6±0.9      15.4±2.1
   E1          7.8±1.1                           11.5±1.6                          29.9±4.5                          38.5±0.6                          14.9±0.5                          38.6±1.1      15.6±1.8
   E7          8.2±0.3                           12.0±0.5                          31.2±1.5                          38±0.8                            14.6±0.5                          38.4±1.2      15.0±1.2
   E28         7.3±1.0                           10.06±1.4                         28.1±3.6                          38.4±1.3                          14.5±0.6                          37.8±1.0      16.2±1.9
   *P*-value   0.3632                            0.3705                            0.3976                            0.8602                            0.4481                            0.4626        0.6655
  Young                                                                                                                                                                                                
   YC          9.2±1.1                           **13.0**±**1.4**^\*,^**^EC^**     **33.6**±**3.9**^\*,^**^EC^**     **36.6**±**0.4**^\*\*,^**^EC^**   **14.2**±**0.3**^\*\*,^**^EC^**   38.8±0.7      **13.6**±**1.3**^\*,^**^EC^**
   Y1          **9.1**±**0.7**^\*,^**^E1^**      **13.2**±**1.2**^\*,^**^E1^**     33.6±3.2                          **37.1**±**0.9**^\*,^**^E1^**     **14.6**±**0.3**^\*,^**^YC^**     39.4±0.5      **13.4**±**0.3**^\*\*,^**^E1^**
   Y7          **9.9**±**0.1**^\*,^**^E7^**      **14.0**±**0.3**^\*\*,^**^E7^**   **36.0**±**0.4**^\*\*,^**^E7^**   **36.5**±**0.5**^\*,^**^E7^**     14.2±0.3                          38.5±0.4      14.3±0.8
   Y28         **9.2**±**0.9**^\*\*,^**^E28^**   **13.1**±**1**^\*,^**^E28^**      **33.72**±**3.2**^\*,^**^E28^**   **36.8**±**0.5**^\*,^**^E28^**    14.2±0.3                          38.8±0.4      **13.8**±**0.5**^\*,^**^E28^**
   *P*-value   0.2299                            0.4546                            0.3745                            0.6033                            **0.0481**                        0.0678        0.1601

**Notes:** Data were expressed as mean ± SD. Data significantly different (^\*^*P*\<0.05) or highly significant (^\*\*^*P*\<0.01) between groups were detected by Student's *t*-test or Mann-- Whitney U test and are indicated by asterisks followed by superscript bold letters. Significant *P*-values (*P*\<0.0500) among the group animals were generated by ANOVA or Kruskal--Wallis and are indicated by bold numbers.

**Abbreviations:** NpCit, nanoparticles coated with citrate; RBC, red blood cells; HGB, hemoglobin; HCT, hematocrit; MCV, mean corpuscular volume; MCH, mean corpuscular hemoglobin; MCHC, mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration; RDW-CV, red blood cell distribution width as coefficient of variation; EC, elderly control; E1, E7, and E28, elderly groups investigated at day 01, day 07, and day 28 after NpCit treatment, respectively; YC, young control; Y1, Y7, and Y28, young treated groups investigated at day 01, day 07, and day 28, respectively.

###### 

Nanoparticle investigations in aged organisms

  Author                                   Nanoparticle sample                   Concentration                      Exposure time                                                           Organism                                                                       Parameter studied                        Effect reported
  ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Kim et al (2008)[@b58-ijn-14-3375]       Pt NP as antioxidant                  0.25 and 0.5 mM                    Organisms counted every second day                                      *Caenorhabditis* *elegans*                                                     Lifespan                                 Prolongation
  Scharf et al (2013)[@b59-ijn-14-3375]    Silica NP                             ND                                 ND                                                                      *Caenorhabditis* *elegans*                                                     Protein homeostasis                      Molecular changes -- premature aging phenotype
  Zhang et al (2016)[@b60-ijn-14-3375]     Fe~3~O~4~ NP as antioxidant           200 µg/mL of NP                    Ingestion daily                                                         *Drosophila melanogaster*                                                      Lifespan                                 Prolongation
  Chen et al (2008)[@b56-ijn-14-3375]      SiO~2~ NP                             24.1 mg/m^3^                       Inhalation 40 min/day for 4 weeks                                       Aged and young male Sprague Dawley rats                                        Cardiovascular and pulmonary functions   Decreased in the aged animals
  Gaté et al (2017)[@b61-ijn-14-3375]      TiO~2~ NP                             10 mg/m^3^                         Inhalation 6 h/day, 5 days/week for 4 weeks                             Aged and young rats                                                            Biodistribution                          Higher amount of titanium in spleen and liver of the aged group
  Sharma et al (2013)[@b34-ijn-14-3375]    Ag, Cu, and Al NP                     50 mg/kg different NP sizes        Once daily for 1 week                                                   Aged and young rats                                                            Brain damage                             Ag and Cu NPs are more toxic than Al NPs Inflammation, neurotoxicity
  Wei et al (2016)[@b57-ijn-14-3375]       ZnO NP                                50 mg/kg and 300 mg/kg of ZnO NP   Oral gavage for 2 weeks                                                 Aged and young mice                                                            Biodistribution, toxicity                Increased hepatotoxicity in aged mice
  Shibuya et al (2014)[@b62-ijn-14-3375]   Pd + Pt NPs (PAPLAL) as antioxidant   200 µL/mouse                       Transdermal use for 4 weeks, on the first day of each week              Sod1^−/−^ mice                                                                 Aging-like skin atrophy                  Attenuation of skin atrophy in SOD-deficient mice, improvement in wound healing in aged mice
  Zheng et al (2012)[@b63-ijn-14-3375]     Nab-paclitaxel                        100 mg/m^2^                        Intravenous (Iv) weekly                                                 Elderly patients with lung cancer (stage IV)                                   Toxicity                                 Lower toxicity than paclitaxel, improved targeting
  Okuma et al (2016)[@b64-ijn-14-3375]     Nab-paclitaxel                        100 mg/m^2^ + carboplatinum        Iv use on days 1, 8, and 15 of each 21-day cycle for up to six cycles   Elderly patients with lung cancer                                              Toxicity Efficacy                        Higher toxicity than carboplatinum alone Severe adverse effects Lower survival
  Valerio et al (2017)[@b65-ijn-14-3375]   Nab-paclitaxel                        100 mg/m^2^ + trastuzumab          3 weeks                                                                 Elderly Caucasian women with breast cancer                                     Overall survival                         Prolongation
  Herrera et al (2019)[@b66-ijn-14-3375]   Nab-paclitaxel                        Review of clinical trials          Several protocols                                                       Non-small-cell lung cancer Patients ≥70 years (only 15% in Phase III trials)   Overall survival Safety, tolerability    Benefits on survival and toxicity effects

**Abbreviations:** Nab, nanoparticle-albumin-bound; NP, nanoparticle; ND, not determined.
